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Important Dates

Day 4

What’s Going On in K7?

12/6 Junie B. Jones

Reading; Fiction Story Elements

12/19 PJ Day



I can identify characters and compare them to myself.



I can identify the setting? Where the story takes
place.



I can retell a story using beginning, middle and
end.



I can identify why something happens in a story
read aloud.

Class Photos

We hope you have a wonderful time
over Thanksgiving break and enjoy some

Letter Study: “th”

extra time with family and friends.



I can make the “th” sound like in Thursday.

I’m sending home an activity you may



I can identify words that have “th” in the beginning,
middle and end of a word.

want to work on with your child.
not mandatory.

It’s

Many of the children

love sharing what they did over the
holiday, but they have difficulty remembering, so I’m sending a sheet with
spaces for picture sand writing.



I can read and write sight words.



I can change make words in the “an” & un family
by changing the beginning sound: can, fan, man,
tan, sun, run, bun, fun.

Be

on the look out for words with “th.”
Look for examples in magazines, cut
them out and make a collage.

Sight Words: can & run

This is a

difficult sound to make.

Tech Time– ABCya.com

Math: Adding numbers to ten


I can use a variety of strategies to solve addition
problems


Counting On– identify the larger number
and count on



Number Line– Circle the larger number,
jump to count on, circle the sum



Counters– Use small objects to make each
set, put the sets together to find the sum



Math addition games



First to Five



Draw a picture



Roll to the Finish



Ten Frame



Sum of all dice



Number Bingo

